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The Challenge
As a growth bureau for companies
looking to grow, Off The Record
needed a way to help their clients
leverage LinkedIn to identify and
connect with potential users for their
services. Their clients needed major
support utilizing LinkedIn
strategically and navigating its fast-
evolving features. That’s why they
contacted Evyrgreen Networking for
Teams.
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Off The Record is a boutique growth bureau for startups. With a team of talented growth
marketers, product owners, and experienced data analysts, they kickstart traction for
startups, guide scale-ups into maturity, and innovate together with corporate ventures
from scratch. Off The Record helps to shape value propositions, validate early user
adoption and build scalable products via proven growth frameworks, hands-on execution,
and the latest tools. 



The Solution

The Outcome

Use LinkedIn advanced search to find prospects
Build awareness on LinkedIn to increase being top of mind with centers of influence
Book more conversations with their ideal clients on LinkedIn
Maximize interactions to drive more revenue
Create a content calendar to post more and get more exposure
Optimize their LinkedIn profile to attract more traffic
Pair LinkedIn with 30 amazing technologies for optimal results

Off The Record hired Evyrgreen Networking for Teams to do a series of 6 high-value
workshops for their clients looking to grow. The workshops were a huge success and
allowed those startups to uncover their problem areas as well as learn tactical tips and
strategies for leveraging all of LinkedIn’s features to their max potential. The workshop
taught them how to:

Thanks to our partnership, Off The Record was able to help their community of startups
gain a clear understanding of how to use LinkedIn to the fullest. Today, the sales teams at
those startups have gained a ton of confidence and are booking more conversations than
ever before! 
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More Referrals, Valuable Relationships on LinkedIn

BOOK A CALL

Need help leveraging LinkedIn?

Book a strategy session with a team member to
learn about how Evyrgreen Networking for Teams

can bring your sales team to the next level. 

https://www.evyrgreen.com/talktous

